INTRODUCING THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW MODIFIED CHASSIS

CHANGING THE GAME IN MODIFIED RACING

The all-new PSR Modified chassis features components, geometry, and technology that have taken the Modified racing world by storm. With an emphasis on speed and safety, the PSR chassis has been inspected and approved by NASCAR officials for competition. Each chassis is built from the ground-up at PSR’s facility with expert craftsmanship and detail. PSR is a family-operated business where we put customer service and satisfaction first and quality comes before quantity.

CHASSIS FEATURES
- Inspected by NASCAR and approved for competition.
- Revolutionary rear suspension kit.
- Compatible with most manufacturers’ bolt-on parts.
- Maximized built-in adjustability.
- Enhanced driver side safety.
- Can be ordered as bare frame through race ready.
- All components are built at PSR. Nothing is outsourced.
- Built by PSR’s staff of title-winning crew chiefs, engineers, fabricators and more.
- PSR’s customers have won Modified races and championships, north and south.

BARE CHASSIS
$7,400.00
RACER PRICE

INCLUDES
- Anti-intrusion plates
- Ground roll-bar tubing
- Front horn assembly
- Window net bracket
- Rear bumper mounts
- Drive shaft hoops

CHASSIS, BODY & BARS
$14,300.00
RACER PRICE

INCLUDES
- Complete bumper-to-bumper
- Everything listed above
- Complete body
- All nerf bars
- All body/bar brackets
- Race-ready options available
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